AGENDA
Chancellor’s Advisory Committee on Environmental Sustainability

Monday, February 24, 2014

Time: 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM Location: Rose Room

1. Cascadia Community College Sustainability Activities & Coordination (John van Leer) – 20 minutes

2. UWB Sustainability Coordinator: tasks and priorities (Ben Silver) – 20 minutes

3. Rio +20 Declaration (Ben Silver) – 25 minutes

4. Community Garden Recommendation status (Warren Gold) – 5 minutes

5. Crows Update (Tony Guerrero) – 10 minutes

6. Wetland Update (Warren Gold) – 10 minutes
   - Beaver Management Plan
   - Conservatory Management: Team & Work Study
   - Conservatory Equipment

7. Earth Day Update & other SSO activities (Jozlyn Pelk) – 15 minutes

8. Future Work (General discussion)

9. Adjourn